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Parking Ban Confusion

There is still no definite word on how the parking plan proposed to supplement next year’s on-campus student driving ban is going to work. Some specific information was released recently regarding the parking areas that will be set aside for students, but a lot of questions remain unanswered.

We still have no definite answer to the questions about implementation of the increased bus service that will probably be instituted. No university-owned land is available. This is necessary to supplement the perimeter parking plan.

We still wonder how the new Regent Street Bridge will help ease campus traffic when much campus traffic is to be prohibited.

No one has even spoken of informing the students of the final decisions which are yet to be made about parking fields, bus stops, etc., before they return to campus in September. Decisions will be made this summer, but students won’t find out about them until after they go into effect, with a good deal of confusion promised in the enlightenment.

The faculty is still waiting for an answer to its question of the parking fee that will be instituted fall term. Other Big Ten universities have fees, it has been said, but no one has presented any other argument in favor of fees here.

Traffic problems at a unified campus such as that of MSU are different from those at spread-out metropolitan campuses such as those of the Universities of Illinois and Ohio. Perhaps the uni-camp approach may work, but it has not been more practical.

No one has concluded that the many questionable aspects of the proposed plan are the best for an academic campus. No one has even demonstrated that campus traffic is so congested, except at some places during peak hours, that a milder and less restrictive plan couldn’t work, with less inconvenience of students and faculty.

There are many things about the driving ban and the parking plan which still sound hollowly formulated and ineffectively communicated. We are impatiently waiting for specific details of the bus plans and for positive action in favor of a complete ban on student driving and total regulation of parking.

We Want Opinions

With spring weather approaching and many young men on campus studying, there is no question of exposing their opinions to the warm sun and the criticism of their fellow students.

We have suggested on several occasions that a type of "Hitty Park" be established where students could speak out on any issue they desire. Consequently, the foot of Beaubien Tower has been proposed as a suitable site for free-wheeling praise or criticism of University, national or world affairs.

Another suggestion has been made for people who want to express themselves verbally. Faculty member said he would like to see the institution of a series of formal debates between students or faculty on any issue of current political, social or faculty, on any issue of current political, social or intellectual interest.

Many two ideas, either of which would be useful in inciting some quick mental action were good, not too bad, appreciating the beauties of nature to carry out the avowed purpose of a University, in the spring or any other time.

Perhaps AUSG President Bob Harris might look into these possibilities and push for passage of some such opinion-spreading device.

This would be one way of provoking their worth as student officers and as innovators willing to present new ideas to the community.

Merit Program Being Studied

By MIKE KINDMAN

This year’s UMBA sponsored the University’s nearly 200 Merit Scholar Program in an effort to look at the future of the academic process. This program has been put in effect by the faculty. It has been a great success. It is important to note that this program is being studied by the faculty and the university.

The program is being studied by the faculty and the university, and it has been shown to be a success. It is important to note that this program is being studied by the faculty and the university.

Letter to the Editor

Oakland Paper Editor Replies

I just put through reading the editorial Sense, Not Censorship, last Friday’s issue of the Oakland Paper. If your point is that the University has made the pass, “sex” isn’t even running irresponsible in there; it is just the May 11 issue of the Observer. The academic process of all major scholarship winners has been much much more, and the Editors of the Observer have given special consideration to this issue.

The story that got me was that Barbara Richards, Ft. Wayne, Ind., freshman, is a non-pref major for the University, and partly for the fact that I didn’t know what to do for them. The University has a number of non-prefs, and they have given special consideration to them. The academic process of all major scholarship winners has been much more, and the Editors of the Observer have given special consideration to this issue.
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The thing that got me was that Barbara Richards, Ft. Wayne, Ind., freshman, is a non-pref major for the University, and partly for the fact that I didn’t know what to do for them. The University has a number of non-prefs, and they have given special consideration to them. The academic process of all major scholarship winners has been much more, and the Editors of the Observer have given special consideration to this issue.
WASHINGTON — The Senate was thrown into a political tailspin Wednesday by a proposal by the Baker Inquiry Committee to broaden the rights debate with a resolution that would withdraw its request for immediate action on the resolution.

This set off a row between Democrats and Republicans that included a renewed assault on the Baker Inquiry Committee by Joseph W. Williams, a representative from West Virginia, who was the first to say, "I don't think there's any reason for thisat all.

There are certain basic ways a person respects the world situation, Greer said. One is the "confessional, security, and economic," the hall of all alternative responses, to the human we all combine and combine, and many times, some people just don't understand it's outdoor time...

It's their way of doing it. They have every weapon in the world to do it, and they can...
Filling Work Under Way; Pool Could Open Saturday

Peeman announced Wednesday the outdoor swimming pool open takes two days after the filling afternoon that the department is chlorine count before we let any­

be able to have it finished by

is completed before the pool can

be opened.

"Our main concern is for the

safety of the student. We want to

pass, which permits unlimited

entrance.

Stretching in style . . .

That's what Patty Burns, Pontiac junior, and Tom Root, Owosso sopho-

more, are so 4 MADRAS style happy about.

You'll stretch with content too, with these MADRAS style-makers from Todd's. Whatever you prefer in a MADRAS jacket—pullover or zipdown—Todd's has it . . . bleeding OR water-proof.

$9.98 to $10.98

Todds

GEERTY SHOPS

E. LANSING

The 1964 WATER CARNIVAL

Awards Committee

Wishes to thank the following merchants for their cooperation and contributions.
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The pool is open to all MSU

students and employees, handers

can enter at any time upon pre-

sentation of a validated ID card.

The pool is open just as soon as pos-

sible, but we have to be sure the

weather could cause us to re­

consider our plans. If it doesn't warm

up we won't open the pool no mat­

ter when the filtering is com­

pleted," Beeman said.

"If the weather isn't right, we will open the pool Monday at 1000, and if the weather is satisfactory at that time the chlorine will be added, we will open the pool," he said.

"This pool is open in the interest of the health of the students. We want to

open the pool just as soon as possible, but we have to be sure it's safe for them." he said.

"We have a definite plan of attack. We're going to get the pool filled and filters in place, and as soon as we can, we'll open the pool," he said.

"We're going to try to get it open by Saturday morning. It's just one of those things that you can't really predict," Beeman said.
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New Cleats Limit Sprains

By DUANE LANCASTER
State News Sports Writer

Assistant Baseball Coach Frank Pellerin, apparently in- 
fluence by the innovations of his 

State High School Athletes Get Proper Exams—Feurig

By HUGH LEACH

Sate News Staff Writer

Dr. James S. Feurig, director of this Memorial Health Center, has taken exception to comments that high school

Union Book Store Announces

new books by on campus authors . . .

published by McGraw Hill

A PROFILE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES

by Gilman M. Ostrander
Associate Professor of History

$4.95

AGRICULTURE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

by Carl Eicher and Lawrence Witt
Assistant Professor and Professor of Agricultural Economics

$10.00

MONEY AND CAPITAL MARKETS

by Roland I. Robinson
Professor of Financial Administration and Economics

$8.50

Union Book Store
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SUMMER TERM house. Seven
SMALL HOUSE. Ideal for couple
SUMMER SCHOOL Coeds live at
H 2-1637 or 337-1276. 32
men. Also available for Fall
THREE PRIVATE rooms and one
$50 or $5 a week. After 5 pm
UNSUPERVISED. 123 Albert,
within walking distance to cam­
term. Easy walking distance
100 FEET 3/4" 800 pounds high
perfect condition. Also left­
handed odd clubs, three wood,
Cash only. Call IV 2-1435. Busch
backyard. New kitchen window.
NOW RENTING soft.
WASHINGTON, DC.
LOVE - BEAUTY - INNOCENCE, 1945
STANLEY KRAMER
STARR, EDIE; HAYES, ROBERT;
MASON, LUCILLE; BURROWES, HUMPHREY;
STANFORD, ELIZABETH
WHERE & GIFTS, 201 E. Grand 
River, across from Union. ED 2-3212.
keeper, 40 watts. Phone 337-7167.
iv-7255. 32
GIFTS, 201 E. Grand River.
across from Union. ED 2-3212.
一緒 accidents. $35. Medium wet
suit, $20. IV 2-7434.
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Singers Will Be Hosts At Music Convention

Mr. W. Lansing Businessmen will be host to glee club directors and delegates from over seventy-five glee clubs at the annual convention of the Inter-Collegiate Music Council at Kellogg Center today and Friday. The convention, which is the first of its kind, will be a concert of glee clubs and delegates from all over the country at the annual convention and delegates from all over the United States.

The convention will be held in the evening of the Inter-Collegiate Music Council at Kellogg Center today and Friday. The convention, which is the first of its kind, will be a concert of glee clubs and delegates from all over the country at the annual convention and delegates from all over the United States.

Committee Releases MHA Dress Report

The committee, composed of representatives from some MHA members, has been studying the question of whether a committee on dress regulations is necessary, and has decided to relax them. The committee has decided that some relaxation of dress regulations is necessary, and has decided to relax them. The committee has decided that some relaxation of dress regulations is necessary, and has decided to relax them.

McDonel Plans Play

McDonel plans to produce "The Tender Trap," a musical comedy by Philip Barry, at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the Union Tower Room. The play is free and is open to the public.

McDonel Plan Music Recital

McDonel plans to produce "The Tender Trap," a musical comedy by Philip Barry, at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the Union Tower Room. The play is free and is open to the public.

Hydrate Smoked Ham

SWEET CORN

CABBAGE

FRUIT COCKTAIL

PINEAPPLE

GRILL GREEN BEANS

OUT GREEN BEANS

ZUCCHINI

PEAR HALVES

PINEAPPLE

GRILL MEXICAN TOMATOES

SWEET CORN

RICE

CABBAGE

ORANGES

TOMATOES

Pineapple-Grapefruit

DILL Pickle

CRISPS

CORN

Prices as of Thu. Aug. 4, All Shop Retail Market.